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February 6, 2015 4 min read The Opinions Expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. A few years ago, I got a call out of nowhere from a McGraw-Hill publishing company. Whether I want to write a book, the person on the line asks. Yes? Me? I was shocked and flattered. But
what did I know about writing a book? Absolutely nothing. I knew I would have to invest a lot of my time and I wasn't sure how my business would benefit. So I asked a few friends who wrote books for their advice. The best advice I got was from Tim Ferris, author of the 4-hour workweek.
He told me not to hold back - to write my first book as if it were my last. I took his advice to heart and poured everything I knew about product licensing into one simple idea: Turn your dreams into goldmine licensing.Fast-forward a few years and I'm going to publish my fourth book. I don't
know much! But time is everything. And it doesn't matter if you think there's something to say. If no one reads your book, what's the point? The time is right when you have all the following items to care about: Related: How I Landed My First Book Deal1. Platform. How big is your audience?
Who will buy your book - and how are you going to get to them? Publishers care about numbers. They want to know how many books you are able to sell. Do you have a popular blog? What about the podcast? Are you active on Twitter? How many people subscribe to your email list? If
you're not actively marketing your content already, you should start doing it now. It takes years to create the following.2. Incentive. What do you get from writing a book? That's a question I kept coming back to. Business books don't make a lot of money. (Books don't make money, period.) I
knew that loving what I was doing wasn't a good enough reason. The publication of the book gives a person confidence. This helps with creating speaking commitments and other forms of PR. These are good reasons, but there are stronger incentives. The best rationale is to answer how
writing a book will complement other revenue streams. If you sell products through another platform, writing a business book makes sense because it will generate new sales interests. Related: Should you self-publish or commercially publish your book?3. A means of promoting the book.
Don't expect your publisher to promote your book for you. So how do you plan to get the word out? Who can you rely on to help you? Wait to write a business book until you have established a network of bloggers, podcast hosts and other content producers. I relied on my already
developed mailing list to create pre-orders for one Simple Idea, which prompted bookstores to prominently show the name.4 He's a great writer. You don't have to be a great writer to write a bestseller. These are your ideas that matter. Colleen Writing, Writing, I hired to help me write one
simple idea, did a fantastic job. Her experience was invaluable. In fact, I highly recommend hiring a professional to help you. Think long and hard about your timing. Think about how publishing a book will further your business. Put your ego aside and be critical. Related: 5 Ways I Used
Reverse Book Club to Write Bestselling Startup Costs: Under $2000 Home Basis: Can Be Managed From Home. Part-time: can work part-time. Are franchises available? No online operation? No there are thousands of people who specialize or are interested in craft, commerce, hobbies,
sports, art environments or method of performing a particular task or work. And many of these people would like the opportunity to put their experience, skills and know-how into print by writing a book on their subject experience. What prevents these gifted people from writing a book? The
answer is simple. They don't know where to start. Starting a business that teaches people how to write how to book is a terrific venture to put into action. Classes can be held at night and on weekends, allowing the operator of this company to run a day business or work during the daytime.
How to write as a book instruction class should include detailed information and practical advice on information such as popular topics for books, writing style and formats, publishers contacts, research methods and organizational and time management skills, as well as additional
information and guidance to help students achieve their book writing goals. This type of learning class is ideally promoted in conjunction with a community institution such as a college, leisure center, or continuing education program. Industry Interests Profession Original Graphics Viviana
Duron Friends Mine constantly offer that I go back to school to get an MBA-seems that the degree is now kind of on par with what the bachelor's degree was a few decades ago (as in, it's quite common to have one, but it can still set you apart from others). I may not be interested in going
back to school, but I think with the best business books out there, you can learn a ton and keep your mind fresh. Just because we're not in school doesn't mean we can't continue to teach ourselves, right? Right. That's why, from classic bestsellers to new tell-all and how-tos, you can
become an expert in any business subject if you read the right books. From personal career improvement to wise management advice, these are the best business books that everyone should read. Time to work your way down the list. Dale Carnegie How to Win Friends and Influence
People's $18 Shop Dale Carnegie Bestseller Since 1936 taught people how to be an influencer before being was the actual thing. Since so much moving up the business has Do with personality, Carnegie Tips will instruct you on how to make friends and increase your overall likability.
Timothy Ferriss 4-hour workweek $22 Shop sick of your 9-to-5 (or worse?). This book guide teaches you how to have more time for your personal life while maximizing your professional success, how to get your own virtual assistant (amazing). Michael Lewis Liar's Poker $13 Shop If You
Always Wanted to Know What It Was Like Down Wall Street in the 1980s, then pick up Michael Lewis' non-fiction, semi-automatic Liar's Poker. greed, wealth and deception are par for the course (and, oddly enough, they are still in some parts of the investment banking world). Jim Collins
Good Great $15 Shop Author sets out to research what makes good company a great one. Curiously, many of the findings suggest that having a Level 5 (aka first-class) leader is a key-learn how to make this person you. Stephen R. Coomey's 7 Habits of Highly Effective People $11-30
Shop Principles this classic book may have been updated by new authors, but his wisdom on how to be a better employee, a family member, and a common person continues to resonate. You will also learn how to create your personal mission statement. Josh Kaufman Personal MBA $17
Shop Author Josh Kaufman swears the MBA is not worth the money spent on training and sums up all the concepts he thinks one does (or should) learn when getting the highest degree. Clayton M. Christensen's Dilemma Innovator $25 Shop Leave it to Harvard University professor Clayton
M. Christensen to explore disruptive technology and how and why even the best companies can fail. Real-life examples help entrepreneurs give some recommendations for long-term success. Warren Buffett Lessons Corporate America $19 Shop All letters to Berkshire Hathaway
shareholders written by Oracle Omaha were organized to teach the best practices of a successful business. This is key for both managers and investors. Investors. business basics book pdf. best business basics books. small business basics book. bookkeeping basics for small business.
best books to learn business basics. business basics teacher's book pdf. business basics student's book pdf. bookkeeping basics for small business owners
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